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likely to be fully understood. The unanswered questions are of fundamental bio- 
chemical and physiological interest and it is hoped that their solution will not be 
long delayed. 
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Iron absorption 

By SHEILA T. CALLENDER, Nufield Department of Clinical Medicine, 
Radclzze Infirmary, Oxford 

We do not yet know how iron traverses the mucosal cell of the intestine. Granick‘s 
ingenious theory of the mechanism of control of iron absorption through the ferritin- 
apoferritin system of the mucosal cell was founded on very few experiments and there 
has since accumulated abundant evidence that ‘mucosal’ block if it does occur is a 
relatively inefficient factor in regulating iron absorption. 
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One only has to take, for example, the findings of Smith & Pannacciulli (1958) 

which show that the greater the dose of iron the more is absorbed although the 
percentage of absorption falls. Furthermore, when one abstracts the information 
collected by Josephs (1958) for chemical iron balance studies the same overall con- 
clusion is reached, i.e. the greater the amount of iron in the diet the more is absorbed. 

It is, however, also true that the greater the need for iron the more will be absorbed 
and there are undoubtedly factors which can alter the absorption of iron in relation 
to iron requirements. It has been shown repeatedly that subjects with iron-deficiency 
anaemia usually show augmented iron absorption. Thus in our studies using a stan- 
dard dose of 5 mg iron as ferrous sulphate, non-anaemic controls absorbed 8-70% 
of the dose with a mean of 30%, while subjects with iron deficiency absorbed I4-94% 
with a mean of 56%. This  same difference between non-anaemic and iron-deficient 
subjects is also shown in studies using labelled haemoglobin as the source of iron. 
Thus absorption of a dose of haemoglobin adjusted to contain 5 mg iron was 1-32% 
in non-anaemic controls with a mean of 13 yo, and 1-68% in iron-deficient subjects 
with a mean of 25%. 

Although in general subjects with iron deficiency absorb more iron from a 
standard dose than normal individuals and those with increased iron stores less, there 
are notable exceptions to this rule. Patients with idiopathic steatorrhoea cannot 
absorb iron even though they may be grossly iron-deficient. Conversely patients 
with some forms of iron overload, for example primary haemochromatosis, continue 
to absorb iron even though they have no need of it (vide infru). 

Investigation of such pathological states in which the normal regulatory 
mechanism has failed might be expected to give some clues as to the factors which 
control iron absorption. 

It came as a surprise to many to find that iron from haemoglobin could be absorbed, 
since for many years it was supposed that such iron was not available for absorption. 
It is a convenient form of food iron to study since it can be easily labelled with radio- 
active iron and the dose given can be readily adjusted to contain 5 mg iron to make 
it directly comparable with the test dose of inorganic iron which is commonly used. 

Comparison with other forms of labelled food such as eggs, spinach, and liver is 
difficult as the total content of iron of these foods is variable. Some workers have 
tried to get round this by adding a tracer quantity of inorganic iron to a standard 
meal containing 4-5 mg iron but it is not certain that the iron in the meal can be 
regarded as being uniformly labelled. 

Absorption from one form of food iron may differ greatly from that from others, 
as is well illustrated by considering the difference in absorption of inorganic and 
haemoglobin iron. To  begin with, they are absorbed at different rates-the peak of 
the radio-iron absorption curve after a dose of haemoglobin is some 100-109 min 
after ingestion, as compared with 60-90 min after inorganic iron in normal subjects. 
Subjects with iron deficiency show a similar difference although the peaks appear 
earlier. 

Absorption of inorganic iron is greatly affected by other constituents of the diet. 
For example, phytates and phosphates which precipitate the iron as an insoluble salt, 
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reduce absorption, but they have no such effect on absorption of haemoglobin iron 
(Turnbull, Cleton & Finch, 1962). 

Recently there has been renewed attention to the role of gastric secretions in the 
absorption of iron. Here again there is a difference between studies using inorganic 
iron and haemoglobin iron. Thus we were unable to show any reduction in absorp- 
tion of haemoglobin iron in subjects with achlorhydria, nor were we able to increase 
absorption by the addition of IOO ml of normal human gastric juice of pH 2 (Biggs, 
Bannerman & Callender, 1961). 

Jacobs, Bothwell & Charlton (1964) have even suggested that the absorption of 
haemoglobin iron may be depressed by the addition of acid. On the other hand, 
these authors have shown that the addition of hydrochloric acid enhances absorption 
of both ferrous and ferric iron salts and Goldberg, Lockhead & Dagg (1963), using 
a standard meal to which a tracer amount of iron had been added, have shown re- 
duced absorption in a group with achlorhydria as compared with a group with 
normal acid. 

Koepke & Stewart (1964) have recently suggested that there is a factor in gastric 
juice which binds iron and which may be compared in action to the intrinsic factor 
which binds vitamin B12. They found that iron given with gastric juice from anaemic 
dogs was better absorbed than when given with juice from control dogs. They also 
thought that they had in vitro evidence that the factor responsible was probably 
muco- or glyco-protein in nature and was more abundant in the gastric juice of anae- 
mic dogs. Eric Ezekiel (personal communication) has been unable to confirm this 
in in vivo studies in rats but the original findings certainly warrant further 
investigation. 

The other intestinal secretion which appears to be related to iron absorption is 
the exocrine secretion of the pancreas. Experimental work as long ago as 1935 
(Taylor, Stiven & Reid, 1935) indicated that pancreatic damage was associated with 
iron overload, and it has recently been shown that subjects with severe and chronic 
pancreatitis have increased iron absorption (Davis & Badenoch, 1962). Since then 
other clinical conditions which may be associated with pancreatic damage have 
been investigated. 

I t  has been noted that children with untreated fibrocystic disease of the pancreas 
usually have a high haemoglobin value and that they may develop iron-deficiency 
anaemia on treatment with pancreatin (Smith, I 964). Studies with radioactive iron 
in such children have shown a striking increase in iron absorption in untreated cases 
(Tonz, Weiss, Strahm & Rossi, 1965) but reduced iron absorption on treatment 
with pancreatin (Smith, 1964). 

A reduction of iron absorption has also been noted in primary haemachromatosis 
when the test dose is given with pancreatin. That this is evident not only when the 
iron is given as an inorganic iron salt (Biggs & Davis, 1963) but also as labelled 
haemoglobin (Callender, 1965) suggests that the effect of the pancreatin is not 
simply due to bicarbonate rendering the iron insoluble but rather that there is a 
specific inhibitor to iron absorption in pancreatic extracts. 

Another condition in which iron overload may occur is cirrhosis of the liver. This 
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disease is furthermore often associated with chronic pancreatic damage. It is there- 
fore interesting to find that patients with cirrhosis often have markedly increased 
iron absorption and that this can be reduced towards normal on giving the test dose 
with pancreatin (Callender, 1965). 

In  an attempt to elucidate further the part played by the pancreas in iron absorp- 
tion, Helen Brown (unpublished), in our laboratory, produced pancreatic damage 
with ethionine in rats on a restricted protein intake. She investigated the absorp- 
tion in two groups of rats, one given an iron supplement and one iron-deficient. 
These groups were further subdivided into those with and those without pancreatic 
damage. Iron absorption in the rats with the iron supplement was increased in 
those with pancreatic damage and addition of pancreatin restored absorption to 
normal, but in the iron-deficient rats the findings were reversed, i.e., pancreatic 
damage was accompanied by diminished iron absorption which was restored to con- 
trol values by the addition of pancreatin. These contradictory findings emphasize 
the complexity of the problems of iron absorption. 

In  these few remarks I have only touched on some of the factors which affect iron 
absorption. Iron deficiency remains one of the world’s greatest nutritional problems 
and until we learn a great deal more about the complex mechanisms and interactions 
of the many factors concerned in the control of iron absorption, it is likely to remain 
with us. 
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Some aspects of the absorption and concentration of iodide by the 
alimentary tract in man 

By W, D. ALEXANDER, R. McG. HARDEN, M. T. HARRISON and J. SHIMMINS, 
Department of Medicine, Gardiner Institute, Western Injirmary, Glasgow, WI  

Iodine is absorbed in some parts of the alimentary tract, and in other parts it is 
secreted into the lumen of the gut (Brown-Grant, 1961).  Inorganic iodine is con- 
centrated from the plasma by the stomach and the salivary glands and then 
secreted into the gastric juice and saliva. I t  is completely absorbed in the intestine so 
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